CAG 2015 annual conference and meetings, to be held at Simon Fraser University, June 1-5, 2015. This celebration of Geographic Diversity and Dialogue will take place in Simon Fraser's downtown locations, principally at Harbour Centre and the (adjacent) Morris J. Wosk Centre for Dialogue.

The conference begins with an icebreaker event on Monday evening, has oral presentations, posters and special events from Tuesday to Friday, and field trips throughout the conference. The John Wiley Presentation will be delivered by Professor Andrew J. Weaver, a leading authority on global climate change and the first Green Party member of British Columbia’s Legislative assembly.

Following the AGM, the banquet will be held on Thursday, June 4th in the Kirin (Chinese) Restaurant.

Conference Location: [http://www.sfu.ca/cag2015/Location.html](http://www.sfu.ca/cag2015/Location.html)


For more info, please visit the main conference website
U Victoria’s Postdoctoral Fellow Caroline Fox confirm that coastal black bears in British Columbia rely on herring eggs: B.C. scientists have for the first time confirmed that coastal black bears rely on herring eggs that wash up into intertidal zones — backing up longstanding local and traditional knowledge. Despite population reductions throughout parts of their range, Pacific herring still spawn on nearshore and intertidal substrates along the Pacific coast — where water turns chalk white with milt and dense egg layers are laid upon the beaches, kelp forests and seafloor, according to one of the study authors Dr. Caroline Fox, of the Raincoast Conservation Foundation and a postdoctoral fellow in the Department of Geography at University of Victoria. “Local and traditional knowledge holders, coastal First Nation people, have long been aware of this,” she said. “As you can imagine, black bears foraging on eggs in the spring is a conspicuous event and like anything, Western science can be pretty sluggish and unfortunately it took until now to document those interactions.” The study documented that bears frequent at large spawn events and eat as much as they can for more than five weeks from single spawn events in Quatsino Sound, B.C. Fox said the findings are important because it links two prominent species that play substantive roles in coastal ecosystems. “The big picture consequence really shows us how little we know in terms of our Western scientific knowledge on coastal interactions,” she said. 24hrs Vancouver

U Victoria’s Trisalyn Nelson’s interactive bike map tags worst areas: Have you noticed any crashes or near-misses on your way to and from work over the last few days? Thousands of two-wheeled commuters are pedalling into traffic during Bike to Work Week, many of them for the first time ever, and an interactive map meant to improve safety on our streets is highlighting all the hotspots for incidents between bikes and cars. BikeMaps.org was launched last fall and has been compiling cycling crash data — much of which isn’t captured through traditional sources — from around the world and then creating maps showing the worst routes and intersections. “We started in the fall of 2014, collecting data on crashes and near misses as well as hazards and thefts,” says program director Trisalyn Nelson, a professor of geography at the University of Victoria. “When citizens are out riding around, they often know where the issues are for cyclists. This is an opportunity for riders to let us know what their experiences are and then we make maps of safety and risk,” said Nelson. BikeMaps.org is based at UVic but the project is collecting information from at least 15 different countries and the team is translating it into Spanish, German, French and Dutch. Most of the data is coming from Victoria and Vancouver. “We are starting to see enough data in those regions that we can provide cyclists some guidance on what areas they might want to be cautious when they ride through.” News1130 | UVicNews

U Alberta PhD candidate Kurt Borth is discovering the hidden transportation costs: When you buy a house the first thing your eye goes to is the sticker price. But buying a home comes with a major hidden cost that doesn’t show up in the MLS report. Transportation costs could more than eat up the savings of a lower priced home in the suburbs. The concept is called location efficiency and it’s the amount of time, energy and greenhouse gas emissions you spend getting from where you live to the workplace as well as your other frequent trips. And location efficiency may be the secret sauce to saving money and getting that house in the neighborhood you never thought you could afford. Kurt Borth is a PhD candidate in the Human Geography and Planning department at the University of Alberta. He’s done a lot of research on this issue and he’s found that the biggest economic impact comes when you scale down from a two-car household to a one-car household. Take that $7,500 a year and after 10 years that’s $75,000 — making that home in the nice walkable neighborhood suddenly seem a lot more affordable. Location efficiency doesn’t mean suburbs are bad and downtown is good. It means that if you live close to where you work, play and shop you will save money, time and maybe most importantly your health. It turns out reducing your commute can make you a happier, healthier person. Green Energy Futures
McMaster U PhD student Chris Higgins on James Street North's LRT surprise: One of Hamilton's most-heralded grassroots street transformations is about to undergo another massive overhaul. Packaged in Tuesday's $1 billion light rail transit announcement was the news that a spur line on James Street North is also in the works to connect the main transit corridor on King Street with the new GO Station. That means an area that has undergone a years-long, arts-focused renaissance will start to look completely different in 2019 when construction starts. While the a dedicated LRT lane is expected, McMaster PhD student Chris Higgins – who lives in the James North area – says ideally, he'd like to see a streetcar-like approach on James North similar to what's used on King Street in Toronto. That would be a mixed-use street with an LRT vehicle that makes stops along the way, alongside vehicular traffic. "The economic outlook here I think would be fantastic," said Higgins, who was part of a study on light rail's economic impacts with the McMaster Institute for Transportation and Logistics. "You just have to do it properly." It's unlikely that planners would designate the James North spur purely for pedestrian traffic and an LRT system, Higgins said, as the new GO station on James would still need to be accessible by car. Also, some cities like Calgary that have adopted that model in some areas are now moving away from it, he added. "But you can overcome those issues with proper planning," he said. A lengthy construction process will no doubt take a toll on some businesses on the street. CBC | Hamilton

U Saskatchewan's Robert Patrick assists with First Nation drinking water protection: Dr Patrick, Department of Geography and Planning, recently assisted Aboriginal and Northern Development Canada (AANDC) in the development of a source water protection template and guidance document for use by First Nations in Canada for the protection of drinking water supplies. The template has been piloted with success in Siksika First Nation (Treaty 7) and Frog Lake First Nation (Treaty 6), Alberta, and in Muskowekwan First Nation (Treaty 4), Saskatchewan. Implementation of these plans is the next stage and progress is underway. These communities have either surface or groundwater supplies with many common threats to water quality. Management actions to address the threats were derived from the working committee members composed of Elders, managers, technicians, Band membership, health officials and water treatment plant operators. Community-based source protection planning has helped to identify land use threats to drinking water sources as well as provided leverage for implementation funding. First Nations On-Reserve Source Water Protection Plan Template and Guide

Dalhousie University and Saint Mary’s University to host 2016 CAG Annual Meeting. The conference will be held in Halifax, Nova Scotia from May 30 – June 4, 2016.

Simon Fraser U Alumna Jessica Place to receive Dean of Graduate Studies Convocation Medal. This medal will be presented at the June 2015 SFU Convocation.

Memorial U Geography Department Faculty and Staff Members celebrate 100 years combined service in 2015: Four faculty and staff in the Geography Department received service awards this year: Charlie Conway (35 years), Norm Catto (25 years), Trevor Bell (20 years) and Pam Murphy (20 years). Memorial Geography

Simon Fraser U geographers have combined to publish 22 books since 2010. Visit the Faculty Bookshelf.
U Waterloo’s Geoff Wall, of the Department of Geography and Environmental Management, was accorded the title of Distinguished Professor Emeritus in recognition of his “distinguished career and contributions to the University of Waterloo… important contributions as a tourism scholar of international repute … considerable impact as a mentor to many prominent scholars and as a consultant to national and international agencies”.

Simon Fraser U Geography launches a new website. Included is an announcement of the forthcoming 16th International Medical Geography Symposium being hosted at the University in July, 2015. The IMGS international conference holds a special place in the subdiscipline of health/medical geography, serving as a meeting point for those interested in examining spatial and place-based issues in the context of health and healthcare.
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### Other “Geographical” News

**Thirteen corporations control up to 40 per cent of world's most valuable fisheries:** Just thirteen corporations control 19-40% of the largest and most valuable stocks and 11-16 % of the global marine catch, according to new research. These “keystone” corporations of the global seafood industry critically shape the future of marine ecosystems, but have yet to assume this responsibility at the global scale. ScienceDaily

**Global climate on verge of multi-decadal change:** The global climate is on the verge of broad-scale change that could last for a number of decades a new study implies. The change to the new set of climatic conditions is associated with a cooling of the Atlantic, and is likely to bring drier summers in Britain and Ireland, accelerated sea-level rise along the northeast coast of the United States, and drought in the developing countries of the Sahel region. ScienceDaily

**The most expensive university campus housing in Canada:** As if final exams and tuition aren't bad enough, now you can add housing to the list of student stresses. Maclean’s Magazine recently published a comprehensive list of the most expensive on-campus housing in the country, and the results are not what you might think. Sliding in at number one is Royal Roads University on Vancouver Island, where living on-campus will cost you a whopping $2,334 a month. VanCityBuzz

**More than 100,000 sign petition opposed to expansion of B.C. salmon farming:** A petition signed by more than 100,000 people opposed to expansion of B.C.’s salmon farming industry has been presented to the legislature in Victoria. More than 100 conservation groups, industry organizations, and business owners also supported the petition. Vancouver Sun
Some not so “Geographical” News

Bear Safety Tip 31: While in Northern BC, keep an eye on your pets. Bears and pets usually don’t get along very well.

The CAG works for geographers on Twitter. Keep up-to-date by following @CanGeographers
GeogNews Archives: http://www.geog.uvic.ca/dept/cag/geognews/geognews.html
@CanGeographers Weekly: https://paper.li/CanGeographers/1394987315